
Michael Evans 
 

Please see the link to my Facebook post and some of the numerous (public) 
comments made that I have copied below. 

Although I only have 1 minute to talk please note very important concerns that need 

to be brought to the attention of the cabinet. 

14 comments 

Maureen Langridge 

For me the LTNs are the most important issue. I have always been aware of my 
carbon footprint and how best to reduce it. Now my journey to the cowley centre has 

me travelling an extra mile or so. Using more fuel, taking longer, more vehicles 
clogging up Rose hill, more wear and tear on my car, more exhaust fumes. It may be 
traffic calming in one area on route but not in others. Worst decision ever made. 

Lisa McCann 

In my opinion of the LTN's, the Littlemore Road one needs removing with immediate 
affect. Its blocking all residents the other side from travelling anywhere in Cowley or 
BB Leys. We have one route out now via the Oxford Road as the junction of 

Newman R… See more The junction is absolutely dangerous!  

 
Joyce Milligan 

Michael i think you got a handle on it I’m happy for you to speak for me with some of 

Lisa’s points too 

Karen Hewlett 

Michael nothing much to add as you have likely seen my views and the fact I back all 
you say. I just feel sad that the council has done this to our community! I think they 

would not get away with this in other communities e.g blackbirds leys would riot… 

Susan Allport 

In addition NO Bus Gates either 

Susan Allport Thanks. I forgot that. I’ll include with ANPR Cameras 

Angela Cox P Richards 

Please Michael can you point out a lot of disabled cannot ride bikes, walk or use 
buses so a cars a lifeline 

Stephen Spencer 

A fully independent non political survey of the true traffic pollution caused by the 

LTN’s. Published in full. 

Carol Barrett 

Totally agree with all your points and they mirror my thoughts exactly. Thank you 


